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KEOS Hat - VP Treasury Division (3) Book 2  - Subject 07

Adding and Editing CUSTOMER Information

This procedure refers to adding and editing information for our CUSTOMERS, more specfically
paying customers (clients), which does not include sales prospects.

(Note:  QB has the ability to setup prospects in the system and to do estimates -- quotations -- but at this
point we are not using this facility as we have our own pre-setup, detailed method of doing these.)

Key Notes

1. The term Customer Information, as used here, is any information that defines the Customer,
including any breakdown of the customer, such as divisions, projects, etc.  This term does not
include specific records of billings or payments, but may include information used directly in
preparation of these items (such as "tax rate", for example).

2. Like many areas in QB, Customers have their own LIST, called the  Customer List.  All access to
Customer Information is through this list.  From the QB main window, Choose "Lists",  Choose
"Customers:Jobs" and you then have access to this list.

If you are going to edit the information for an existing Customer, you would first "highlight" the
Customer List entry that you want to edit (using the mouse or arrow keys), to tell QB which
"Customer" you are going to edit information for.

3. Once you are in the Customer List, you may perform one of the following groups of actions, the
names of which (each group) are identified in Windows "buttons" at the bottom of the screen:

a) Choose Reports to get a list of reports that you can generate on the spot for either
individual customers, or for a specific customer (that you have highlighted already);

b) Choose Activities to perform any of the QB Activities that pertain to Customers.  (This can
is an alternate route from going through the "Activities" Menu.);

c) Choose Customer:Job to ADD or EDIT the Customer List information - This is the
operation that is described in this subject of the hat book.

4. QB has the ability to separate an overall "customer" into sub-divisions, which QB calls "jobs" or
"projects".  At present, KEOS is not making use of this.

Note:  Do NOT confuse QB's definition of a "job" with KEOS's own definition of a job, which is
covered in the appropriate KEOS Hatting Issue.  The two concepts are not the same!

Therefore, at this point you are to ignore any QB documentation regarding "jobs".  We do have a
way of breaking customers down, but not the way the QB manual describes it.

When we do "break down" a customer into smaller entities, we currently do so solely by the
information field that "identifies" each customer (distinguishes from other customers).  This is the
Customer field, which is described on the next page...
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5. In QB, a Customer is "IDENTIFIED" by what you input in the Customer field in the New
Customer input screen.  This is how QB tells one Customer from the next.

At KEOS, we also refer to this field as the "short name" of the Customer, since we usually
abbreviate it from the long name of the Customer.

At KEOS we always follow the below rules when entering the Customer identification in
the "Customer" field:

a) Always enter the "Customer" field in ALL CAPITAL LETTERS.

b) For Customers who are Individuals or Professionals, enter the Last Name FIRST, then
either the First Name and Middle Initials, or simply the First & Middle Initials.

Example: BLANKHARVEY (Harvey Blank, CPA - Professional)

Example: HARTJOANJ (Joan J. Hart - Individual)

c) For Customers who are Companies or Organizations, enter the following mandatory parts
to accurately describe the client:

(1) First, enter either the complete or abbreviated company or organization name (all
caps), but remember to leave off any "The" or "A" prefix in front of the main name.

(2) After the above, enter the INITIALS of the "Contact" at the Company or
Organization.  It is very, very important that you always do this.

(If you haven't been doing it so far, use the one you have now as one contact, then
any future contacts should have their initials.)

This second part is what separates one customer account from another, since in
most cases (that we've seen in four years) each personal "contact" operates
independently from other contacts at the same company or organization.

So in essence each contact is like a separate customer within the overall company
or organization that KEOS services.

Example: MARTINSGROUPJB (The Martins Group - John Brown, Contact)

Example: LINEIGHORHOODMS (LI Neighborhood Network - Mary Sloan)

We also, in certain cases, user the Company or Organization "acronym" instead of the full
name (but spell out the full name in their addressing if that applies).

Example: ISC (Interboro Systems Corp. - Company - Covers All Contacts)

Example: GBEJS (General Business Envelope - John Schmitt)

Example: GBESS (General Business Envelope - Sam Spade)
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d) In some cases, mainly for Companies or Organizations, we will create a separate
"Customer:Job" account for special types of work or accounting, which in most cases is
"POSTAGE".

This is because some customers want their mailing postage tracked separate from all other
accounting for their work or taxes, etc.  So we call these "postage accounts", and when
naming these "Customer" short-forms, do not include any contact's initials (unless each
contact wanted a postage account of their own), but instead adding the letters "PST" or
'POST" or "POSTAGE".

Example: ALPINEPRPST (Alpine Printing - Postage Account)

Keep in mind that such a special account for a Customer is very rare.

e) If a given Customer is also a "Vendor" (we use their services), then you have to make sure
that what you enter in the "Customer" field (the short form name) is NOT the same as what
you input (or already inputted) in the Vendor equivalent of the same thing (the short form
name for a Vendor).

Even though the Customer List and Vendor List are supposedly separate lists, we have
found from experience that QB shares list-storage space, and will NOT let you use the
same name for both in the "identifying" field (although in the addressing fields everything
can be identical).

Example: ACEOFFTC (Ace Offset - Tom Cippriano - Customer)

ACEOFFSET(Same Company as Vendor)


